Neural bases of the interactions between spatial attention and conscious perception.
Recent behavioral observations suggest that some forms of attentional orienting have the ability to modulate access to perceptual consciousness. However, the neural structures subserving such processes remain uncertain. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging during a visual discrimination task with near-threshold targets preceded by peripheral cues to identify the neural bases of the interactions between spatial attention and conscious visual perception. During the cue-target period critical for spatial orienting, regions within a frontoparietal network, including nodes of the dorsal attentional system, were more strongly engaged for consciously perceived targets than for nonperceived targets at attended locations. Moreover, activation increased for "unseen" targets in more ventral frontoparietal regions, known to be part of a system involved in attentional reorienting. Functional connectivity analyses revealed tighter coupling between frontoparietal nodes for valid cues leading to "seen" reports and for invalid cues leading to unseen reports. We conclude that spatial orienting to peripheral stimuli, subserved by frontoparietal attentional networks, plays a major role in determining the content of our conscious experience.